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University's
gas discount
is shrinking
UMaine spends more than
$186,200 on fuel this year
By Dylan Riley
Assistant News Editor
The University of Maine receives a
discount on the gasoline it buys. Those
savings are continually given back to the
university, despite aging UMaine
Facilities Management vehicles driving
up maintenance costs and departments
sometimes filling up cars and trucks at
more expensive public gas stations.
Because of the rising cost of gas and
the increasingly fragile economy, the
margin between UMaine's cost per gallon
and what the everyday Mainer pays is
shrinking.
"We do enjoy some purchasing power.
We buy in bulk, we have a contract with
C.N. Brown to buy gasoline and diesel ...
it ends up being less than what you would
buy gasoline for out in the world," said
Joseph Szelesta, budget analyst for
Facilities Management. "It is obviously a
boat-load less than what the campus com-
munity would buy someplace else."
Between the end of the 2007 and 2008
fiscal years, $176,983 wqrth of gas and
diesel had been used by Facilities
Managment vehicles through the campus
pumps.
Other non-Facilities Management uni-
versity vehicles consumed $43,193 of the
university's supply. During the time,
55,485 gallons of gas and diesel were
See GAS on page 4
Pretty produce
Eryk Salvaggio • The Maine Campus
Tomatoes on display at the Orono Farmers Market at the university steam plant lot.
The farmer's market highlights local produce, like these tomatoes from Snake Root
Farm in Pittsfield. The market runs Tuesdays and Saturdays until Oct. 27.
Orono urges
students to cast
absentee votes
By Sam Cohen
For The Maine Campus
In an effort to avoid problems that
occurred during the 2004 election voting
process at the University of Maine, Orono
officials are encouraging students to vote by
absentee ballot.
Sue Hart, deputy town clerk and registrar
of voters in Orono, hopes that early voting
will help avoid the problems of 2004 such as
long lines and lack of ballots.
Student voters'
experiences were tainted
in the 2004 election
when they were forced to
wait in lines for more
than two hours...
"The more we can do ahead'Ortime, the
better off we're going to be. Vote early. I'd
rather see more absentee ballots. It's your
choice to vote, and it's your choice when you
want to vote," she said.
Hart's role on Nov. 4 is to oversee the
process, along with lawyers from the
Democratic and Republican Parties and non-
partisan election monitors.
Maine allows any registered voter to vote
absentee without a reason. The state sent
2,400 absentee ballots to Orono, and Hart is
hoping all of them get used. "We have an
office bet going to see how many get used,"
she said.
Student voters' experiences were taint-
ed in the 2004 election when they were
forced to wait in lines for more than two
See ABSENTEE on page 5
Who found Jesus? Pranksters steal "rush" signs from Newman Center
By Heather Steeves
News Editor
The Newman Center, a Roman Catholic
Church on College Avenue, is.trying to fit in.
"We're on Fraternity Row, and we should-
n't deny where we are," said Rev. Wilfred
Labbe — known to most as "Father Bill."
In an effort to promote his church and fit in
with the neighbors, Father Bill made a $14 sign
during rush week from a piece of fabric and
spray paint
"Rush Jesus," it said.
"The way one of the fraternity brothers
explained the rush to me was a chance to check
out the fraternities. So my thought was, why
can't we invite them to check out Jesus and see
how that's going?" Father Bill said.
Four signs have been stolen since he started
this last year.
"He thought he'd go and put up his own
sign that fit us. I think
it was the next day it
was stolen," Campus
Minister JoAnn Hall
said. "He staple, sta-
ple, stapled it so it
would stay down. It
stayed up a little
longer."
The church
considered some
security measures
to prevent future thefts.
"We thought maybe we'd put an undersign
under it saying something like 'You're steal-
"My thought was why can't we
invite them to check out Jesus
and see how that's going?"
Rev. Wilfred "Father Bill" Labbe
ing from Jesus' or 'Jesus is watching you,"
Father Bill said. "We thought about putting it
on the roof, but we were afraid someone
 
would try to climb
on the roof to get it."
Other options
included painting the
sign to the building
as a prank on the
thieves.
"It's just sort of
sad. It's freedom
of religion, but
that's just a gov-
ernment stance,"
said Mike Arell, a first-year music -edu-
cation student who attends the church.
"If it was a minority religion in the U.S.,
[NM
there would be more of an outcry."
Father Bill does not see these thefts as mali-
cious.
'They're not ripping the ones from the fra-
ternities or the sororities, but I don't think it's a
hate crime or anything like that," he said. "I'm
convinced it's not a malicious thing; it's a fun
thing."
The Newman Center is offering a $50 gift
certificate to the University of Maine
Bookstore as a reward — as well as "sincere for-
giveness."
"My biggest hope is that it's hanging in
some dorm room or house somewhere, and
people are confidently saying they should rush
Jesus. It is not a had thing to have in someone's
apartment or dorm mom or house. I think it's a
good thing; I'm optimistic," Father Bill said.
Perspectives • Quit complaining and
remember our nation's heroes
Style • UMaine museum gets sketched
out
/1••=111111111•01.001•1111111111
Sports • Freshman nets two in
men's soccer victory
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University research
delves into tree fuel
By Daniel T. Saulnier
For The Maine Campus
Imagine a paper-processing plant that not
only produces high quality paper but also
generates low-cost fuel. This is the dream of
those involved in the Forest Bioproducts
Research Initiative (FBRI).
FBRI reached prominence through recog-
nition for innovative and environmentally
conscious studies. The FBRI research team
received approximately $18 million in
grants in the past two years, which will help
continue its research involving biofuels.
FBRI will transform the 
former Georgia-Pacific
Paper Mill in Old Town into
a biorefinery, through its
partnership with Red Shield
Environmental, LLC.
"Construction is planned
for 2009 and should be oper-
ational by 2011," said
Hemant Pendse, professor of
chemical and biological
engineering and the manag-
ing director of FBRI.
Red Shield will use the
because of its cost-effectiveness. The
research conducted by FBRI looks beyond
the use of corn. Using Maine's common
practice of pulp production from paper mills
to its advantage, the proposed biorefinery
will extract chemicals for fuels and other
products while preserving the condition of
the wood for use in paper production.
The FBRI research team hopes that its
research will minimize the impact on the
environment as much as possible. The
research holistically examines all factors in
the development of the new biorefinery.
Some of the research promotes sustainable
wood-harvesting methods,
"Construction is
planned for 2009
and should be
operational by 2011."
Hemant Pendse
Professor of chemical and
biological engineering
research compiled at the
University of Maine to help with the con-
struction aspects, even though FBRI does
not deal with them.
People are becoming more aware of alter-
native energy practices because of the rise in
gas prices, and they have greater knowledge
of environmental issues such as global
warming.
Politicians often talk about corn ethanol,
a controversial biofuel that people question
allowing Maine's forests to
flourish while fulfilling the
paper mill's production.
The 25-person research
team has refined the prac-
tices of fuel development in
a cost-efficient manner.
Many scientists have stated
that extracting chemicals
from wood can be difficult.
These chemicals can serve
as an alternative to petrole-
um when developing plas-
tics, auto-body parts and
industrial chemicals. The group will also
examine seaweed as an energy source with
the help of $700,000 awarded to FBRI by
the Department of Energy.
The research conducted by FBRI offers
new technology, provides employment, fuel
and other consumer products. The FBRI
research team hopes this research will help re-
examine the functionality of paper-mills
around the state.
Remember to vote on Nov. 4!
Community Calendar
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UM what does it
take to get in now?
By Hasan Haider
For The Maine Campus
This year, the University of
Maine set a school record for hav-
ing an incoming class of approxi-
mately 2,100 students. Three-quar-
ters of the accepted first-years listed
UMaine as their first choice,
according to the Office of
Institutional Studies.
Is UMaine enrolling more stu-
dents than it can handle, and where
are all these stu-
dents coming
from'?
Four weeks into
the semester, there
are long lines at
most public
places. The
Marketplace in the
Memorial Union is
crammed with
patrons at
lunchtime, and the
financial aid office
did in high school," said Phil Pratt,
associate director for the Office of
Institutional Studies. "Usually the
top 10 percent from high schools
get admitted."
According to the Office of
Institutional Studies, approximately
77 percent of students are from
Maine. The other 23 percent are
international students.
"At this point in time, we are not
looking for significant changes in
our admissions process," Johnston
said. "As long as
"Diversity brings a
different perspective
and generates richer
classroom experience."
Phil Pratt
Associate director for the
office of institutional studies
is packed.
"We've made a concerted effort
the last several years to grow
enrollment," said Kim Johnston,
senior associate director for admis-
sions.
UMaine's admission criteria is
based partly on SAT scores and high
school grades. In the past five
years, the average admitted SAT
score has been consistent at 1080.
"We are still using only the criti-
cal reading and math scores,"
Johnston said. "The writing scores
are still not being considered in the
admission criteria."
UMaine also considers students
for admission if their high school
GPA was a "B" or better.
"It all depends on how well they
WEDNESDAY
Dialogues in
Diversity
12 p.m.
Coe Room,
Memorial Union
With Anne Ehringhaus,
diversity educator/psycholo-
gist.
SEPT.
29
Somali
Narrative
Project's
Research on
Women
12:15 p.m.
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
By Kim Hulsman and Kristin
Langellier, part of the Women
in the Curriculum and
Women's Studies Program
Fall 2008 Lunch Series.
SEPT.
30
How To Get
Your Writing
Published
3 p.m.
Foster Student Innovation
Center
Have a great idea for a
book/story that you'd like to
see in print? Want to start
your own magazine?
Published authors will offer
ideas about how to get pub-
lished and the many options
available, such as self-pub-
lishing, blogging and free-
lancing; part of the Snack &
Yack series.
OCT.
1
To submit your event to The Maine Campus Community Calendar,
please send time, day, date, location and fee information to
news@mainecampus.com or drop it off in our office, located in
the basement of The Memorial Union. Deadlines for submissions are
9 a.m. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday for
Thursday publication.
our students con-
tinue to do well, I
think our standards
are where they
should be."
During the last
few years, UMaine
has been trying to
increase diversity.
"Diversity brings a
different perspec-
tive and generates
a richer classroom
experience," Pratt
said, "[although] the statistics can
sometimes be misleading."
On the admission forms, many
often leave the optional question
about race and ethnicity empty.
About 12 percent choose not to
answer it.
Students from different cultural
and socio-economic backgrounds,
in-state students, out-of-state stu-
dents, international and gay, les-
bian, bisexual and transgendered
students contribute to the overall
diversity.
"The university is very receptive
to anybody who shares a different
aspect of thought, feeling, culture
and origin," said Angel Loredo,
associate dean for students.
Orono's five-day forecast
Monday I Partly cloudy
*.$
high low
Tuesday I Partly cloudy
63 46
high ow
Wednesday I Showers
58 45 14 4 4I 4
A 4
high low
Thursday I Showers
58 42
high low
Friday I Partly Cloudy
55 40
high low
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Maine Outing Club geared for adventure
By Rhiannon Sawtelle
For The Maine Campus
The great outdoors — there's plenty in
Maine, and Robert Goodwin knows all about
it. A rosy-cheeked senior who donned worn
red suspenders over a blue T-shirt, Goodwin
is the president of the Maine Outing Club.
With wispy blond hair and the start to a win-
ter beard, Goodwin gives the impression that
he could disappear to the woods at any
moment — and be happy about it.
.The Maine Outing Club became a univer-
sity club in 1923, but The Maine Campus has
reported club activity as early as 1920.
The group — open to all students —
offers outing trips for all seasons. Hiking and
canoe trips have already ventured into the
Maine wilderness, and club members have
spent some quality time on a service trip to
Tuckerman's Ravine in New Hampshire.
Hiking trips to Mount Katandin and Gulf
Hagas are also planned. All members carpool
and pitch in for gas.
"Our trips are self-sufficient," Goodwin
said.
The group also owns and maintains a
cabin at Sugarloaf where members are invit-
ed to stay any time they want. Many mem-
bers can be found during the ski season at the
rustic cabin, with no running water and just
an outhouse for a facility.
"Most of our time is spent maintaining the
cabin," Goodwin said.
A service trip to cut wood for the winter
and do repairs on the cabin is scheduled for
the weekend of Oct. 4. In exchange for help,
members will haVe the winter fee waived for
stays at the cabin.
Warren Taylor, a third-year member of the
club says the cabin is his favorite part of the
organization.
"Most Mainers take the scenery for grant-
ed," he said. "I'm looking forward to the
cabin, shredding and skiing."
The club meets every Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. in the basement of Kennebec Hall. A
recent meeting included more than 40 mem-
bers. Goodwin says they tend to accumulate
100 to 125 members total all year long. There
is never any lack of wool socks, corduroys or
Tevas.
Discussions of previous trips led to stories
of old men doing trail work, getting lost in
canoes and the lack of fire to roast marsh-
mallows.
"It all turned out to be pretty sweet
though," Vice President Matt Bowler said.
The group also discussed its work trip for
next weekend. The club maintains a 10-mile
portion of the Appalachian Trail near
Bingham, Maine. Plans for involvement
were debated, including sleeping in lean-tos
or tents and hiking on Saturday.
The crowded room seemed excited when
Bowler suggested members bring pictures
from their own trips into the wilderness to the
next meeting.
"We can all share our adventures over the
summer," he said. "Don't worry about the
pictures too much. The stories are what
count."
The assembly was more a gathering of
friends and less of a formal meeting.
Members got to share their weekend stories
and chatted about an upcoming potluck at
Goodwin's house. The club is a community
above anything else.
"That's where we differ from
MaineBound. We don't guide trips. We help
people along the way,"
Goodwin said.
"It's a positive group
— a great way to make
friends and get out
while having fun,"
Gilford Backlund, a
junior said. "It's the
most unique group
of happy people I
know on campus."
The Outing
Club plans more
adventures
throughout the
year. They are
even bringing
the adventure to
campus. For the third year in a
row, they will sponsor the
Meathead Film
Festival in DPC
100. On Oct. 2,
east coast skiing
movies will be
shown by some of
the best filmmakers
in the industry. They
hope to bring more
films to campus this
year as well.
-
More information
on the Maine Outing
Club can be found on
their Web site at
umaine.edu/maineout-
ingclub.
"It's a bunch of peo-
ple who enjoy the out-
doors and appreciate it together," Taylor said.
Above photos courtesy
of Maine Outing Club
Photo courtesy of Rachel Hirsch + The Maine Campus
Habitat: humanitarian hub helping homeless
By Kelly Wilder
For The Maine Campus
Habitat for Humanity, an interna-
tional humanitarian aid group, has
found a niche at the University of
Maine. The organization, which has
benefited the lives of millions, relies
on volunteers and their contributions
of time and labor.
The club was brought to UMaine
by Timothy Brauer, Ryan Cope and
Tiffany Hyacinthe, who hoped to
emulate the goals of the international
group by volunteering in the commu-
nity. According to their Web site, the
aim of the organization is to "elimi-
nate poverty housing and homeless-
ness from the world, and to make
decent shelter a matter of conscience
and action."
There are several events in the
works for the next few weeks. The
first is a weekend trip over fall break,
Oct. 10 through Oct. 13. Members
will be traveling to the Machias area
to help winterize homes in the com-
munity in conjunction with
Neighbors Helping Neighbors, a vol-
unteer-based community organiza-
tion. This event is open to anyone,
and students interested in the trip
should contact Brauer on FirstClass.
UMaine student Jennifer Zabko
has worked with Habitat for
Humanity before, traveling to New
Orleans to offer her services. "It was
such an amazing and heartwarming
experience. Every person we talked
to down there was so happy to see us
and thanked us for being there to help
rebuild their community."
She joined the club because "by
volunteering with this organization
we are not only helping out people
who need a home, but the community
and the world."
Future events include volunteering
at the Harvest Supper on Oct. 18 and
helping to renovate the Holden
Christmas Tree Shop into a resale
store — an ongoing project that will
be completed in January.
Alternative Spring Break also does
trips with Habitat for Humanity, and
will be having a day trip to the
Portland area over fall break.
According to David Grainger, act-
ing pastoral director at the Wilson
Center, they will be supporting the
club, although religion will not play
an active role in the club and its
events.
"When you do something like this,
you learn as much about yourself as
you do the community you're work-
ing with," Grainger said. "[Habitat
for Humanity] is such a big thing
around the world, and we felt that this
is the one thing UM was missing."
The next meeting will be Oct. 2 at
7 p.m. in the Skulls Room on the
third floor of Memorial Union. To
learn more about Habitat for
Humanity International, visit
Habitatorg.
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Word of
mouth
What did you think of the presidential debate?
fl-
I was not impressed at all.
Neither candidate
answered clearly. They
were really vague.
Kathryn Card
International affairs major
McCain won the defense
part. Obama won the
economy part.
Mackenzie Grobmyer
German and psychology
major
They weren't getting any-
where. They were making
statements and not
developing them.
Elizabeth Damon
Psychology major
I think it doesn't matter —
life isn't going to change
for the average American
citizen.
Thomas Bennett
Music education and
performance major
I think Obama definitely
got owned. McCain has a
stronger idea of where
he's going.
Nick Bean
New media major
I think Obama won.
Edi Amabebei
Political science majorl
Eryk Salvaggio • The Maine Campus
plowing and salting purposes over the year, but as
gas prices hit record highs, maintenance of an active fleet is becoming more expensive than ever.
UMaine's fleet of trucks is used for various construction,
consumed on campus by
Facilities Management vehi-
cles, making the average cost
of gas $3.03 and the average
cost of diesel $3.43 for Facilities Management.
All other vehicle drivers buying with
Unrestricted Education and General Funding
(E&G), on campus, were charged an average of
$3.02 for gas and an average of $3.39 for diesel.
E&G is the university's annual operating state
allocation, according to Szelesta.
"There is a disparity there, and that has to do a
lot with timing: When are you're buying the fuel.
This is an average across the entire year,"
Szelesta said.
The disparity also has to do with volume.
"We might have bought 5,000 gallons at $3 or
3,000 gallons at $3.50, but if you weigh that aver-
age ... it is going to be closer to the lower price
rather than closer to the higher price because of
the volume that you purchased at the lower price.
So, it is a weighted average over a year," said
Stewart Harvey, associate executive director of
Facilities Management maintenance and services.
The national average prices of gasoline and
diesel per gallon for 2008 is expected to be $3.61
and $4.09 by the end of the year, respectively,
according to the Energy Information
Administration, a statistical agency of the
Department of Energy.
That leaves a 59-cent margin between the
national gas average and the university's E&G
gas price.
"We're passing on those savings to the cam-
pus," Szelesta said.
That margin used to be bigger.
"Just a couple of years ago, that differential
between what we were getting for gas on our con-
tract and what was paying out on the pump was
actually even wider. Back in 2005, we were buy-
ing gas at something close to 85 cents, where the
rest of the world was paying a $1.50," Szelesta
said. "With the crunch going on these days, it is
tougher and tougher to get that favorable break.
There's a formula behind it though, that I'm real-
ly not privy to, but my understanding is that it is
market plus a markup rate that's determined by
the oil companies. But, because we are state, we
get favorable breaks because we don't have to
pay state tax — stuff like that."
The money the university spends on gas from
its on-campus pumps does not include gas
bought by other departments off campus. For
varying reasons, other departments sometimes
choose to fill up their vehicles at public gas sta-
tions, rather than at the university garage, there-
by providing additional — possibly unnecessary
cost — to the university.
The total cost of gas billed to the university at
Gas
from page 1
the end of the 2008 fiscal year, including gas
bought off campus, was $186,272.89 for
Facilities Management vehicles and $62,616.51
for other vehicle drivers paying with E&G
money.
That means $28,712 of the total gas budget
was spent off campus.
"Say someone has their vehicle that's owned
by E&G, and they go down to Augusta. Their
tank runs dry down in Augusta, they fill up
down in Augusta. So, there's fuel costs outside
of it [the university] as well," Szelesta said. "We
do get some savings, due to our contract, and we
pass that on to the campus community, but it is
not the entire picture of what the campus fuel
cost is."
Other campuses take advantage of the univer-
sity's cheaper gas.
"When it comes to fueling up, all the other
campuses — could be Fort Kent, could be
Augusta or whatever — within this area, they fuel
up here," said George "Bo" McLaughlin, the uni-
versity garage supervisor.
UMaine Facilities Management operates 146
vehicles and takes care of the 50 in the motor
pool, which is the campus car-rental service, sim-
ilar to the no-longer employed Zipcar program,
being run entirely by the university.
Of Facility Management's 146 vehicles, 124
are more than five years old, 25 are more than 15
years old and 11 are past 20 years. Facility
Management's fleet includes snowplows, lawn-
mowers, vans and other vehicles. The mainte-
nance costs for the fleet during the 2007 fiscal
year were $289,580 and $307,127 at the end of
2008.
"Twenty-five of our vehicles in our facilities
fleet are over 15 years old. In order to fix that,
what we have done is we have recently instituted
a capital plan for a grounds shop, which is basi-
cally trying to address that very thing: How do we
get some of those older vehicles out of our fleet
and replace them with new ones? The hope there
is that if we do that, we can start reducing some of
our maintenance expenses," Szelesta said.
The grounds shop, which began last year, will
help defray maintenance costs.
The selling and buying of a lot of the universi-
ty's vehicles goes on outside the Facility
Management department — they only find out
about it at the end of the year when they audit the
entire campus to find out maintenance needs, reg-
istration data and what vehicles are in need of
state inspection.
"We keep track of those vehicles that are
bought and sold, but we only do that on an annu-
al basis," Harvey said.
It is unknown how many vehicles the univer-
sity employs.
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Marxist studies series continues with fair trade talk
By Bryan Stackpole
For The Maine Campus
A University of Maine graduate
spoke about fair trade and its necessity,
in continuation of the Socialist and
Marxist Studies Series last Thursday.
Sarah Bigney, now an organizer at
the Maine Fair Trade Campaign, urged
those in attendance to help her organi-
zation make people aware of fair trade.
"We need a little educational starting
point. We have to make the bridge
between identifying and buying [fair
trade] coffee, into making a policy
movement." Bigney said.
She began her presentation with a
brief history of her organization and the
fair trade study she did in Mexico.
Bigney believes fair trade helps but
needs to be more widespread, and buy-
ing fair trade coffee is not enough.
People need to know where politicians
stand on this movement and make deci-
sions accordingly, in order to make a
difference for everyone.
Absentee hours in theMemorial Union.
from page 1 Hart called it a
"nightmare."
Unexpectedly large turnouts — 71 per-
cent of eligible voters in Orono cast their
votes — caused officials to run out of
ballots. More ballots were transferred
from other precincts, and absentee bal-
lots were used as regular ballots:By the
end of the day, two ballots were left.
"We were five minutes away from
photocopying ballots," Hart said.
To avoid these problems, the statehouse
will send an unprecedented 100 percent of
ballots for eligible voters in Orono, as
opposed to the usual 80 percent.
Devin Higgins, a second-year electri-
cal engineering technology student, will
wait until the last minute to vote.
"I'm not too worried about Maine.
It's probably going for Obama anyway,"
he said.
Jeff Fairfield, a fourth-year music
education major, hasn't decided whom
to vote for, but he knows he won't send
in an absentee ballot.
"It's just a lot simpler to vote on
Election Day," he said.
Following the high turnouts from the
last two elections and February's demo-
cratic caucus in Orono, Hart expects a
strong showing this year as well.
"No matter what happens, this elec-
tion will be history-making. It's creating
a lot of interest," she said.
Hart said she had never seen anything
like the democratic caucus in February.
The caucus was delayed by two hours
when more than 600 people showed up.
Daniel Skall, a fourth-year marine
science student, grew up in Orono and
voted in 2006. According to him, there
was no line, but there was confusion.
"I went to vote in town, but they sent
me to vote at the Knights of Columbus
building by Thriftway because of my
last name. When I finally voted, I was
the only one there," he said. He doesn't
expect there to be long lines this year.
"It's more paperwork for me to fill
out an absentee ballot when I can just
run in and vote. Maine's going to go
democrat anyway, so it doesn't matter,"
he said.
Voter register cards, available from
the Office of Student Affairs in the
Union, must be turned in by Oct. 14.
After then, voters must have an ID card
— MaineCards are acceptable — and
proof of residency. If proof of residency
is not available, voters can sign an affi-
davit stating they are residents.
"We're trying to make it as simple as
possible. We make every effort not to
disenfranchise anyone," Hart said.
• Maine is one of the most productive
and largest states, to date, that approves
of fair trade. Bigney said that congress-
man Mike Michaud is a key member in
bringing the fair trade movement to the
forefront in Congress. Significant
progress has been 
made with local pro-
grams throughout the
region. Student Jesse
Wrentham, who
attended the lecture,
noted how well these
programs were going.
"The local level
programs are working
really well now with
the local politicians.
Mike Michaud has
renegotiating the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
"We got the government to at least
acknowledge the flaws of NAFTA; now
we just need them to actually say it by
name," Bigney said.
Bigney said it "was
"We have to make the
bridge between identifying
and buying [fair trade]
coffee, into making a poli-
cy movement."
Sarah Bigney
UMaine graduate
done a lot as well to help this cause,"
Wrentham said.
In Bigney's opinion, the national
government has come a long way by
denying a bill with Columbia, which
has had significant violations of fair
trade regulations, and by talking about
in the hands of the
consumer." If the
demand increases for
fair trade, then com-
panies will have to
oblige consumers.
Bigney said that
change through gov-
ernment awareness
begins with basic
understanding.
Bigney identified
herself as a person who, while attend-
ing UMaine, ran around handing out
coffee and mugs while telling people to
`drink more fair trade coffee.' She feels
that with at least some level of aware-
ness of the topic, you can advance the
knowledge of the average person.
Bigney's ability to be known is a reason
why she was successful in bringing fair
trade awareness to UMaine, according
to Professor Doug Allen.
"Most people should know at least a
little bit about Sarah from her work in .
various groups and her vast involve-
ment on campus," Allen said.
Before the lecture concluded,
Bigney urged people to visit the Maine
Fair Trade Campaign Web site, to get
involved with .their local fair trade
groups and to watch the new movie
"Battle For Seattle" which will soon hit
theaters. Although the movie has a love
story, it still has historical footage ol
the World Trade Organization protests
iii Seattle on 1999, which she felt
helped her movement of global fair
trade.
The "Controversy Series" will con-
tinue next Thursday Oct. 2 in the
Bangor Room of Memorial Union with
Professor Mark Anderson speaking
about climate, economics, growth and
happiness.
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TOUR
Coming to the
University of Maine
featuring
w,TH \voi
GUEST N.S•
SPECIAL ia c d
Featuring the Reverb Consciousness
Pavilion, daytime activities and more! REVERB Silk ass°
StucreTit Safes Monday, Septe—thEernt or 15 an
$20 for Maine College Students
General Public Sales Monday, October 6th for $30
Tickets on Sale at umainetix.com and at all Bull Moose Music locations
ofarevolution.comcampusconsciousness.org
Police
Beat
The little one said, "Roll
over, roll over."
ROL .1
The best from Orono, Old Town
and UMaine's finest
Several officers responded to a four-
car accident on Monroe Hill, where
College Avenue and the Alfond Arena
entrance meet. On Sept. 24 at 2:25 p.m.,
there was a chain reaction crash as four
vehicles were waiting to turn on to
College Avenue. There were $2,000
worth of total damages. No charges were
filed.
Political passions
On Sept. 23 at 4:22 p.m., an incident
in the Union basement was reported to
Public Safety. An organization had a
table up with a cardboard silhouette cut-
out of John McCain. A white male, 5
feet 9 inches at approximately 150
pounds and wearing dark clothes,
knocked the silhouette to the ground
with his fist and stomped on it several
times. The silhouette is dented with a
small rip, totaling $20 worth of dam-
ages. Public Safety did an extensive
search of the area, but they have no sus-
pects and are asking for any information
about the incident.
The key to steamrolling is ...
Three men were seen on the Martin
Luther King Jr. and Coretta Scott King
Plaza construction site at 10:28 p.m.
Sept. 25. They were acting suspiciously
and appeared to be trying to steal a
steamroller. When the officer arrived,
the suspects were gone. A witness said
she overhead them talking about steal-
ing the key to the steamroller and saw
them throw the key in the bushes before
taking off. The key was recovered and
returned in the morning. There was no
further description or information about
the three men.
Girls, please play nice
Walking North on the Belgrade Spur
on Sept. 23 at 6 p.m., a student saw a
green, four-door Volkswagen with
Maine plates and three females going
south about to pass him. The woman in
the back was hanging out the window
and threw a rock at him, hitting his
chest. After an extensive search of the
area, Public Safety was unable to locate
the vehicle or the women from the car.
They are look ing•for more information.
Lights out
The Buchanan Alumni House called
Public Safety at 9:43 a.m. Sept. 26 to
report a broken garden light. They sus-
pect someone kicked it or used force to
break the lamp overnight. It was valued
at $100.
Everyone loves bikes
A student reported a bike stolen from
outside Fogler Library between 10 and
10:20 a.m. Sept. 25. It was a Blue Trek
3700 valued at $250. The bike was not
locked.
Another bike was reported stolen at
11:29 p.m. Sept. 24. The student claimed
that he had left his 21-speed Grand
Teton unlocked in the basement of
Estabrooke Hall between Sept. 22 and
24. The bike was valued at $100.
A student reported a bike theft at
12:28 a.m. Sept. 26 outside Bennett
Hall. While working late, he found that
his blue Golden Arrow 10-speed was
missing from the rack. He had locked
his bike, valued at $60, with a combina-
tion lock. The officer continued to
search for the bike, and found it outside
Androscoggin Hall at 2:08 a.m. The bike
was returned.
Compiled by
Melinda Hart
Staff Reporter
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A sign displayed at the Orono Farmers Market in the steam plant lot.
Globalism talk by
MIT history prof.
By Hasan Haider
For The Maine Campus
Bruce Mazlish, a professor at MIT, visit-
ed the University of Maine Sept. 22 to talk
about globalism and its impact on humanity.
"A good historian is always predicting
backwards. We have to know where we
came from to .know where we are going,"
Mazlish said. "If you start from the past, the
tendency is to see what is there and send it
to the present."
Mazlish believes globalization is a prod-
uct of the post-World War II era, which fos-
tered the growth of many multinational cor-
porations and non-governmental organiza-
tions. Unilever, a multinational corporation,
owns Ben & Jerry's, Breyers Ice Cream,
Lipton, Hellmann's, Rexona, Amora,
Vaseline, Dove, Thermasilk, Bertolli,
Closeup, Mentadent, Slim Fast and Calvin
Klein. Ninty-nine percent of households in
Canada, 95 percent in Indonesia, 99 percent
in the United Kingdom and 95 percent in
Vietnam use Unilever products.
"Ask yourselves how much recognition
there is about globalization. These corpora-
tions are shaping our lives and people
around us in ways we simply don't recog-
nize," Mazlish said.
Most people are affected by multination-
al corporations and their propaganda.
"The way they can manipulate is so dis-
couraging," Mazlish said.
He believes every university in the coun-
try should teach a course on propaganda.
Dr. Mazlish has written books on the his-
tory of technology, science, philosophy,
social theory and globalization taught at
Harvard University and Columbia
University and was a Fellow at Princeton
and Oxford Universities and the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences. His first job
out of graduate school was at the University
of Maine at Brunswick. In the past, he has
worked with UMaine history professor,
Michael Lang.
Mazlish is publishing a book later this
year called "The Idea of Humanity in a
Global Epic."
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The Maine Campus?
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Candidates must debate
issues) not personalities
In Friday's debate, the public learned a 19t
about how the presidential candidates can carry
themselves, but what about the issues? Both
McCain and Obama can get heated about what
they're talking about. We need to see more than
that. We need to see exactly where they stand
on the issues that matter to the public.
Voters cannot be expected to make the best
choice based solely on sound bites. We need to
hear about more than wanting to change foreign
policy or reduce taxes. How are our candidates
going to do all of this? When presented with
such issues as the financial recovery plan, the
candidates tell us we need to know and do cer-
tain things, but they leave it up to the public to
figure it out.
We can't expect to avoid partisanship if our
candidates don't give us the information we
need. Without the proper information, it is like-
ly people will be voting for their party, whether
or not it is the right choice on Election Day. If
people do not know where the candidates stand,
they might vote based only on party loyalties.
Media outlets try to help the people stay as
informed as possible. CNN provides live fact
checking online during the debates. This allows
people to at least know which candidates are
best informed on the issues, even when it's not
so clear what they're going to do about any-
thing.
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Student complaints are .
inconsequential when
honoring civil rights heroes
Zach Dionne
Whether they're complaining about, advocating, squeezing
through or completely avoiding the soon-to-be Martin Luther
King Jr. and Coretta Scott King Plaza behind the Memorial Union,
everyone is taking notice.
The plaza is a commendable choice by the University of
Maine; Martin Luther King Jr. is a fine, admirable namesake for
the plaza Set to open on Oct. 31, the project was suggested to
President Robert Kennedy by Vice President of Student Affairs
Robert Dana two years ago. Students, community members and
even Maine Campus editorials have been too quick to scrutinize
the "monument" (the first of many misinformed gripes —there will
be no statue of King or his wife in the plaza) for its lack of a local
touch.
"I think that a memorial should have been placed for someone
from Maine, someone who has been involved with the university
or someone who has made an impact directly on our state," said
Stefanie Veneziano, a second-year international affairs, anthropol-
ogy and theater student.
Others, such as fourth-year new media major James Marcel,
are less vehement, but still inquisitive about the nomination of
King as the plaza's focus: "He was a great man who should be cel-
ebrated, but I think it would be more appropriate to have a pavil-
ion dedicated to someone from Maine or someone who helped
this school."
Many wish the university had chosen a more regional icon —
although typically drawing blanks as to whom. A Maine Campus
editorial in early 2007 suggested Reverend Amos Freeman as an
alternative, a nod Dana called "an interesting point" in his Jan. 25,
2007 letter to the editor, submitting that Freeman's "contributions
were certainly significant." I doubt I was the first to read these
items and ask, "Reverend Amos who?"
Second-guessing the selection of King misses the big picture:
•
The man is a worldwide symbol of civil rights — of equality, per-
severance, and powerful, positive thinking.
"Every place has some kind of connection to the civil rights
movement; Martin Luther King was the head of the movement,"
said Gustavo Burkett, director of-Campus Activities and Events.
Burkett is on a committee of students, faculty, staff and commu-
nity members that has met regularly through the plaza's construc-
tion.
Additionally, the university has a bevy of local ties: the dozens
of buildings named after local counties, tribes and alumni.
"If you just look around campus, most of the buildings are
named after something that's local. We have a tremendous popu-
lation of students that is out of state and international. Martin
Luther King is not just a national figure; he's an international fig-
ure," Burkett said.
Considering the multitude of students from out-of-state and
across the globe, a plaza devoted to the internationally-recogniza-
ble MLK at UMaine is sensible.
Other misdirected complaints include an increased time in get-
ting to class (a breezy one-minute walk to class has increased to a
crippling three minutes for one concerned student), misuse of the
"university's" money when the plaza is actually privately funded,
and the late start on construction. Construction began over the
summer and is on schedule. Many concerned students are not
aware of these facts.
"The benefits that they're going to get from it are much larger
than the inconvenience that they're suffering now," Burkett said.
The plaza is the first step of the university's master plan of new
memorials, renovations and modifications across campus. It will
be a pleasant, open space for conversation and contemplation — in
the name of a man and woman who made significant and inspira-
tional strides in bettering the world.
Zilch I)ionne is Style Editor for The Maine Campus.
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300 words in length
and should include the author's name, address, academic major or job
title and phone number or e-mail address. The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit submissions for length and clarity.
• The Maine Campus
5748 Memorial Union
Orono 04469-5748
opinion 0 mainecampus.com
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Employee Free Choice
Act spreads democracy
Mario Moretto
Every election season, Americans
celebrate and participate in one of the
founding principles of the United
States — democracy. In the U.S.
democracy is seen as both the means
and the ends. It is one of the true shin-
ing lights of American cultural and
political history, from pre-revolution
to post-twentieth century. Americans
truly value democracy.
But democracy does not only take
place at polling points every election
season. Democracy also takes place
every day in some of the most demo-
cratic institutions of the modern era
— labor unions. Union members vote
regularly in a democratic fashion
about wages, benefits, working con-
ditions and representation.
Why then, would any self-respect-
ing American oppose the passage of
H.R. 800, S. 1041 — The Employee
Free Choice Act, which will take
steps to fix the broken system of
labor and union
organization, and
restore democracy to
the workplace?
The current labor
system is a mess.
Workers are not free
to choose for them-
selves whether to
join a union, which
will provide them with a means to
bargain for better wages, benefits and
working conditions. Employers regu-
larly coerce, harass, intimidate,
threaten or even fire workers who
engage in organizing campaigns in
attempts to gain a voice in the work-
place.
A Cornell University scholar sur-
veyed hundreds of organizing cam-
paigns and found that more than 90
percent of private-sector employers
facing organization force employees
to attend closed-door meetings to
hear anti-union propaganda. Eighty
percent require supervisors to attend
anti-union trainings. Seventy-eight
percent require supervisors to speak
out against unions to their employees
and 75 percent hire outside consult-
ants to run anti-union campaigns —
often based on mass psychology and
distortion of the law. Half of employ-
ers threaten to shut down, and 25 per-
cent of private-sector employers ille-
gally fire workers for engaging in
their legal right to form a union.
Many workers who do manage to
successfully join a union are never
met at the table to negotiate a con-
tract.
Scholars from my field of study
also lay down the facts. The
American Anthropological
Association issued a policy brief in
September 2007 stating that ethno-
graphic research shows "there is sig-
nificant management interference in
employee's right to freedom of
choice and association. Such interfer-
ence constitutes a human rights viola-
tion that the Act is intended to reme-
dy."
The act would solve many of the
problems organizing workers face.
Under the current labor system,
employees have at least 45 days to
engage in all of the practices above to
intimidate and threaten workers
before they vote on whether or not to
unionize. During this time, they cer-
tainly don't let unionDemocracy need not
be spread only overseas
but into our own work-
places. Any American
who values democracy
representatives come
in and talk to work-
ers. Imagine going to
a poll this November
after being threat-
ened with unemploy-
ment if you vote for
the candidate of your
should agree. choice.
It is no wonder so many bosses
and employers fight unions. The
American workplace is one of the last
places in the country democracy has-
n't touched. Employers and CEOs
have benefits, high salaries, vacations
and health insurance — things that
many, if not most, workers don't
have. They have power over workers,
and want to keep it that way in the
interest of higher and higher profits.
Unions would bring democracy
into the workplace, and history shows
that people with power fear and hate
democracy. Opponents of the act are
exactly the people you'd think they
would be: Conservative congressmen
and women who are out of touch with
the working class of this country and
have only corporate profits in mind.
This is why a strong labor movement
is so important — democracy need
not be spread only overseas but into
our own workplaces. Any American
who values democracy should agree.
Mario Moretto is the opinion edi-
tor for The Maine Campus.
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Parking solution: Lose first-
year cars, bring back Zipcars
Preston Hughes
This is my fourth year at the University of
Maine, and every fall I have heard the same
things: "Another record-breaking year for
U Maine ... biggest freshman class ever ... etc."
Each year, UMaine's enrollment rises —
which shows how awesome Maine really is,
and how much its reputation has changed over
the years.
Despite the ever-increasing numbers, the
issue of parking seems to be ignored year after
year. Part of me thinks overselling parking per-
.mits is all part of a bigger plan to fix the "budg-
et" by raking in tens of thousands of dollars
each year in parking tickets, but I know that
can't be true. So why do they sell more permits
than spaces, without expanding or creating new
lots?
Granted, not every student will park on cam-
pus at the same time, but when they are on cam-
pus, it's a cornucopia of crap. People speed
through parking lots, only to slam on the brakes
and whip into what looks like an open spot, to
find a Hyundai Accent. They then circle the lot
repeatedly until something opens up, or until
they are forced to walk a half-mile to class.
Don't get me wrong — I'm not complaining
about this. I've walked plenty far in the morn-
ings because I now know what to expect. The
problem here is this is only going to get worse
and worse each year, and there are still no plans
to fix it. Sure, there's a long-term parking
garage plan, but anyone reading this will not
get to benefit from this master plan.
The easiest way to resolve this issue — at
least for a while — is to limit the number of
first-year students with cars on campus, if not
to eliminate them altogether. First-year students
should have to qualify for the right to have a car
on campus, such as by having an off-campus
job. They should only get permits if they need
them. I remember being a freshman without a
car, and it was tough sometimes because you
are limited in a place where you have a whole
lot of new-found freedom. It would have been
nice to have a car for when I wanted to go to
Bangor, McDonald's or the movies.
I was shocked when I learned UMaine was
discontinuing their best shot at a solution. Does
the word Zipcar mean anything to anyone? It
was the perfect solution for this parking fiasco.
Anytime someone needed a car, they could get
one and drive off for a certain amount of time,
which I believe was up to three days. All the
university had to do was limit first-year stu-
dents with cars, while at the same time provid-
ing safe, fuel-efficient and relatively cool vehi-
cles to drive around. Need go to the Bangor
Mall? Hop in the Zipcar, load it up with your
friends, and go enjoy the afternoon. People
seemed surprised and disappointed when the
Zipcar project failed, partially due to accidents,
which led to expenses outweighing benefits. It
was a great idea, but there is no need for it on a
campus where anyone can have a car. Next fall,
bring back the Zipcars, and tell the first-years
to leave their cars at home.
Preston Hughes is willing to to tell first-year
students they can't have a car.
Changes not always for better
in dining, residence at UMaine
Laila Sholtz-Ames
I want to start this off by saying I love the
University of Maine, the people, the sporting
events and the journalism department — but, as
a junior, I am not sure if I still love UMaine as
much as I did my first year. "Why?" you might
ask.
The food situation is a nightmare. Last
week, after a workout at the Student Recreation
and Fitness Center, I went to Hilltop
Commons, and I was thrilled to see that they
had taco salad. Elated, 1 ordered the salad with
everything except the pork. The woman told
me she was not allowed to serve the salad with-
out all the ingredients. I calmly explained that I
was a vegetarian and did not eat pork, but she
said that it didn't matter. I asked to speak with
the manager, who, after a few minutes, let me
have the food. Despite the fact that I walked
away with my salad, I should nottave to jump
through hoops to get the food I want.
Then there is the a la carte dining. It is sup-
posed to be "fine" dining, but it's about as fine
as Wendy's on a Friday night. I fill up my tray
with four sides and an entree. When I went to
check out, the lady informed me that a bowl of
cereal now counts as two sides.. I reluctantly
put back my piece of fruit and tried to check
out again. This time, she told me the entree
serving was too large and it would count as an
entree and a side. Perhaps I should just get a
glass of water and call it good?
Disgruntled, I went to the Union for dinner,
and I grabbed a bag of the healthy chips and
Vitamin Water for my meal exchange. The
checkout lady again looked at my food and
shook her head. "No, I'm sorry, no more bot-
tled drinks with a meal exchange. Also, it's
only the fifty-cent chips, not the organic ones
that count as a meal exchange." Of course. It
would have been too easy to allow bottled
drinks and healthy chips. Instead, I got water
from the fountain area. For dinner, I decided to
go to York. Even though I live in
Androscoggin, I don't mind making the long
trek to York Commons. Unfortunately, I didn't
realize that York and Wells are closed from
Friday night to Sunday night, and only the
Union and Hilltop are open. It can be said that
UMaine does not have enough workers to keep
all the dining services open — which is a valid
point — but with school already in full swing,
a large amount of students are looking for
employment.
After my failed attempt at eating, I went
back to my residence hall, another changed
place. This past year, we saw the largest incom-
ing first-year class in the history of the univer-
sity. Unfortunately, not enough housing was
provided, so three residents were placed in a
study lounge that have now turned into dorm
rooms. The girls living in the room are
extremely gracious, but they are lucky stu-
dents. A few of my upperclassmen friends
weren't given rooms until last week.
I know 1 sound harsh. There have been
many good changes made. First off, Stewart
Commons is closed. First-year students don't
realize just how wonderful this really is. Now,
the brand-new Wells Commons is open, and I
really like the place. Yes, change can be good,
but for UMaine, I think maybe it would be
good if we didn't have quite so much change.
Laila Sholtzames is a third-year journalism
student.
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Style
Culture
O.A.R. joins the list with Dropkick Murphys as
the second major act performing this - November
By Zach Dionne
Style Editor
The University of Maine
will host two major hands in
II days his taH— Dropkick
•
n Nov. hand 0.A.R.
:ill per 
two
fl g .
to he a single stu-
dent that won't be
able to go to a
show and enjoy
it," said Vice
President of
Student
Entertainment
Andrew Gerke.
"The two con-
certs reflect stu-
dent desire and
these exciting
opportunities
will certainly
bring a 'sense
of excitement
and options
o our cam-
OotiV-S-;
week after the World Series, a
hand like that would be willing to
play up at the University of Maine:-..
... its hard enough to get them
into Portland." The Dropkick
Murphys have had a close affilia—
tion with the Boston Red Sox for sev-
er4 $04$99#..00 song `,4Tes-sie"
tgorbecu an for,
'Red Sot
"1" think offering
students two very
different styles of
music just ii days
apart is one of the
most enriching
things a student
can experience
while at college."
Abtin
Mehdizadegan
Assistant Vice
President of Student
Entertainment
pus commu-
nity," said Vice President
of Student Affairs Robert
Dana.
The Dropkick Murphys, a
Boston-based seven-piece who mix feisty punk
with Irish swagger, are slated to play the inau-
,ural i of their fall tour at UMaine. The line-
up, tenta-
tively
comprised
of other
national
acts, is not
yet final-
ized.
"A lot of
people did-
n't expect
for some-
thing like
[this] to
actually
happen on
campus,"
Gerke said.
"They think
it's kind of
unbeliev-
able. The
fact that a
Times," debuted
iinmher Tto on the
Billboard 200 chart.
O.A.R. — abbre4
viated for Of al
Revolution — 11111C
reggae, jam and mellow
rock for an unmistakable prod-
uct popular with col-
lege crowds. The
Maryland group
was founded in 1996
and released their
sixth studio album,
"All Sides," in July.
Gerke prides the
selection of two
bands with "totally
different feels."
"I really think.i
bringing bands1
like Dropkick and.
O.A.R. shows the quality of our
office and shows the success of
the program," said Assistant
Vice President of Student
Entertainment Abtin
Mehdizadegan. "I think offer-
ing students two very differ-
ent styles of music just 11 I—
days apart is one of the most
enriching things a student can.
experience while at college.
It's an excellent showcase of
what Student Entertainmentl 
has evolved from."
A major amount of Student
Entertainment's planning has
been directed at the two
November concerts, with lit-
tle time to focus on the spring
semester. Gerke hopes to con-
tinue the standard set this fall.
"It's going to be tough
because this is really steppin
up, comparatively. It's going
to be hard to implement it fo
next year," he said.
After a subpar sound expen
ence with Mythbusters in the
Field House this past spring
See CONCERT on page 1
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Review: "BIG BAD WORLD
Plain White T's, 2008
By Kaley Roberts
Copy Editor
Have The Plain White T's
been recording songs for Radio
Disney? That's the impression
given by "Big Bad World."
With trite lyrics that are
almost completely devoid of
meaning, the T's Sept. 23
release is indeed "plain."
"Rainy Day," "Sunlight,"
"Someday": These cliche titles
exemplify the cheesy pop-
"rock" attempts of "Big Bad
World." Each song is a con-
trived effort to emulate every
genre — and band — under the
sun.
"Natural Disaster" tries for
a dark pop kind of feel. With
lines like "She moved her body
like a butcher knife / Chopping
up every guy in sight" that try
to sound smart but actually
make no sense.
"Sunlight" has a bizarre
Death Cab for Cutie meets The
Beatles sound and manages to
be mildly pleasing until you
listen to the goran-inducing
lyrics. "If you open your eyes
you'll / Find your way back
home." How original.
"Serious Mistake" is a stab
at emo-pop a la My Chemical
Romance, and it comes
remarkably close to being a
good track.
Notably absent from this
album is a decent single, a song
that could hold its own on the
9,
radio or MTV.
"Natural Disaster" was
,released for that purpose back
in August, but it failed to catch
on with the public, which could
be due in part to Tom
Higgenson's half-hearted
attempts at crooning. He barely
sounds like he's trying to
engage listeners in what he has
to say. "Hey There Delilah,"
the played-to-death track from
way back in 2005, is the only
T's song listeners will hear on
the radio any time soon.
The Plain White T's are
clearly trying to find a new
sound on their fourth album,
but all the different musical
genres give the CD an incom-
plete, disjointed feel. Coming
off the international radio suc-
cess of "Delilah," they set out
to record a great pop album.
They failed. What they did is
create an awkward, genre-
jumping CD and then pad it
with meaningless lyrics like
"I'm in la-la-love with you,
girl" and "If I was an artist,
onto paper I would draw you /
Hang it on a wall with all the
masterpieces" to distract lis-
teners from just how bland and
uninspired all of the tracks
really are.
It's going to be a "Big Bad
World" for The Plain White T's
once the critics get hold of
them.
Grade: D-
Concert
from page 10
Gerke and co. are taking measures
to ensure a higher auditory quality
for the coming concerts. "The
sound quality anywhere really isn't
that good within a huge venue. It's
definitely something ... we need to
really pay attention to."
Gerke met with Orono's fire mar-
shal Friday to discuss what could
safely be utilized as far as curtains
and sound baffling systems. Student
Entertainment will hire professional
sound engineers to work with the
bands' staffs.
"Hopefully we'll be able to really
hone in on their skills," Gerke said.
One upside of the sound question is
the Field House's simple situation as
far as configuring sound.
"As far as my experience with
concerts, the Cumberland County
Civic Center isn't much better
than the Field House or even the
Alfond Arena. As far as shapes go,
the Field House actually offers a
better situation."
Dana commended Student
Entertainment for. implementing
"reasonable ticket prices." Tlickets am
available at urnainetix.com and Bull
Moose Music. O.A.R. tickets are on
sale exclusively to UMaine students
from Monday, Sept. 29 to Monday.
Oct. 6 for $15. After Oct. 6, tickets
will sell for $20 (Or all college stu-
dents in Maine and $30 for general
public. By comparison, Bucknell
University, which will host O.A.R.
on Nov. IS, charges students $25.
Dropkick Murphys tickets will
be on sale exclusively to UMaine
students from Thursday, Oct. 2 to
Thursday, Oct. 9 for $10. After
Oct. 9, tickets will be available to
all Maine college students for $15.
The general public will pay $20.
Lagers in Ales' Clothing
Budweiser is the arch nemesis of the Beer
Police. Barring Natural Light (first-years, I have a
sneaking suspicion you're already up to speed
with the terminology here, but "Natty" Light or
Ice is the preferred nomenclature), Steel Reserve
and the other uber-cheapos, Bud is the lowest of
the low. It has no merit beyond getting you drunk,
unless it's your budget beer of choice.
This is why I approached Budweiser's new
American Ale with skepticism. Maybe the
Belgian purchase of Anheuser-Busch have some-
thing to do with this new, purportedly respectable
product. Or maybe the "American Ale," dressed
up in a decent bottle and sporting lofty prose on
its neck about "quality" and "redefining the
American ale," fall in with Budweiser Select and
Miller High Life — iterations barely distinguish-
: able from their shimmy originals.
The American Ale's release stemmed a whole
column of "wolves in sheep's clothing" beers --
brews by average or below-average major brew-
eries trying to offer something a little more sub-
stantial.
Michelob Pale Ale Michelob, genet:illy on
the echelon of Coors, Miller and the like, is trying
be legitimate with their new offerings. This
pa •ular experiment tastes like cheap beer with
a pale ale flavor shot — with an emphasis on the
cheap beer taste. It may reel in a few Mich
drinkers or enthusiasts of other mass-produced
beers that see love in the brewing, but pale ale
fans won't be impressed.
Michelob Dunkelweisse — Sickly sweet. A
banana undercurrent is standard for a weiss beer,
but I'm not too sure about the "clove and bsn'aila
tones" Michelob injected for this attempt at pres-
tige. Plain and simple. it's a gross and poorly exe
cuted shot at a delicious style of beer.
Heineken Dark Lager — Heinken is a love-or
hate affair. I'm not a huge fan. The dark variant
has the same bubbly, light texture and a similar
aftertaste to the original. Heinken fans may enjoy
it; dark beer enthusiasts probably will not. It's
kind of like Diet Coke gone beer.
Beck's Dark — Beck's seems to pull a certain
amount of weight as an imported brew, and this
dark take is easily superior. It's dark enough that
drinking it in my Guinness glass, I couldn't tell it
wasn't the legendary Irish stout. The beer itself is
thick but relatively thin on taste.
Budweiser American Ale — A Budweiser with
character? Integrity? Merit? Yes, it's a reality.
You can actually taste and smell hops in this beet.
It's a medium amber color, not a neon, transmit-
ent yellow. It's an actual beer — an ale --- and
although it won't steal the mantle from nitcn
brews like Sam Adams or Shipyard, it's nice. Its
similar to a traditional pale ale, and the taste even
sticks around for a while. This was by far the best
of the five brews I sampled I'll be back fot
seconds.
Narrated by David Attenborough
Rick Rosenthal, of BBC's Planet
Earth, will be on campus to
promote his new movie as well as
speak about his experiences i
filming. Don't miss this once in a ,
lifetime opportunity!
A Co-Production BBC, WNETIPBS and oq:c
Brought to you by: etiology Club:School of Biology and Ecology. Sc sr'mt'
School of Marine Sciences, Mac Hunter, Dean Dana, School of nt
Government, Conservation Biology Club, Fisheries Club & WonliStf S,rc. A
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lin, trio tier is watching you, and he's
itt thi. ,Lific of OW ominous'Eagle lye,"
a computer surveillance program that
not
,deo
air po:ing implications about the corn-
pater on a e age. It asks the question,
with the high increase
and in our day-to-day
that surveillance becomes self-aware?
1 he computer orchestrating the events
Library introduces indies
case, the red, piercing eye of intel-
ligence and oversight can delve
into our lives through any comput-
er. This doesn't just mean via cell
phones and convenience store
cameras, but through satellites and
your own personal computer.
Shia LeBeouf plays Jerry Shaw,
who finds thousands of dollars in
his checking account and an
assortment Of weapons, bombs
and chemicals in his apartment.
Soon he receives a mysterious
phone call from a monotone
woman, the voice of the Eagle
Eye, giving him precise directions
and observations about the world
around him, even though no one
else is there.
Soon the FBI — fronted by
Billy Bob Thornton — is after
Jerry. as the computer guides him
and a single mother named Rachel
— Michelle Monaghan — through
street lights, buildings and
halfway across the U.S. to carry
out a mission or face death,
according to the unyielding Eagle
he
The communication between the voice
behind the computer and the characters
prompts tension and excitement. The
viewer becomes engrossed in finding out
how the Eagle Eye will maneuver the dis-
tressed characters away from (laurel at
every turn. n tuie $ he, the computer
main
and R:ichel the exact places to t
aeucler,lie rif) Cade danger
and FBI. In another situati
s U uildings to facilitate d
May become .its exhaust
ed from the iiction sequences o the c
aclers. Peke foment between Rachel 4
Keith Anderson Community Center hosts free monthly movies
By Kayla Riley
For The Maine Campus
Orono Public Library is the
newest unlikely host for a date
night with a free monthly indie
film series at the Keith Anderson
Community Center. The library
is sponsoring showings of vari-
ous recently released, critically
acclaimed independent films at
7:15 p.m. on the first Thursday
of every month. All films to be
shown are festival award-win-
ners.
The program began Sept. 4
with "The Grocer's Son." Kathy
Molloy, director of the Orono
Public Library, said although
only six people attended the first
indie film event, "they all left
saying that they would tell a
friend."
After gathering inspiration
from other local libraries,
Molloy came up with the idea
for an independent film series.
She then collaborated with Film
Movement, a company that
releases one independent film
per month to public institutions
with one performance right per
film. The library now holds a
subscription with the company
and hopes to continue the series
as long as it is met with atten-
dees.
The next movie, "Arranged,"
is set for 7:15p.m. on Thursday,
Oct. 2.
"Arranged" is the story of
two young women who teach at
a public school in Brooklyn,
N.Y., Rochel comes from an
Orthodox Jewish family; the
other, Nasira, hails from Syria
with a Muslim background. The
two women transcend their cul-
tural and social differences to
become close friends. They soon
realize they have much more in
common than previously
thought, primarily the fact their
parents are setting them up for
traditional arranged marriages.
"Arranged" has won six
awards, including Best Feature
from the Brooklyn International
Film Festival. Its tagline is
"Friendship Has No Religion."
The film promises a culturally
important and poignant experi-
ence to those with an open mind.
So on Thursday, skip an over-
priced, overrated Hollywood
flick and check out "Arranged"
at the Keith Anderson
Community House in downtown
Orono. Refreshments are avail-
able and admission is free. For
more information, call 866-
5060.
Something sketchy
Students to display sketches in new exhibit
By Mario Moretto
Opinion Editor
It may seem odd to have an exhibition dedicated to
what is traditionally seen as an unfinished piece of art,
but that's OK with George Kinghorn, director of the
Maine Museum of Art. The opening reception for
Something Sketchy: Pages from UMaine Student
Sketchbooks will take place at the museum at 5:30
p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 8.
"Drawing is often a foundation for the artistic
process. It's so vital for creativity in the visual arts,"
Kinghorn said. "It often is a way to map out ideas for
further larger compositions. Sometimes it is just about
the act of drawing — that is the final product. In terms
of the ability to see and formulate ideas, drawing is the
building block for painting and sculpture and other
visual arts."
Kinghorn hopes the exhibition will increase traffic
to the museum, located outside of the University of
Maine campus in downtown Bangor.
"We hope to involve more students, since the muse-
um is located downtown, to get more students here to
enjoy the museum and be active in the exhibition pro-
gramming. The museum is committed to being an
important part of the UMaine community, we want stu-
dents to come."
Senior art education major Samantha Orchard agrees.
"Things in sketchbooks don't always get turned into
finished products. Sometimes they're just random
thoughts and ideas. It's cool to be able to see that.
You'll be able to see those ideas before they're fully
fleshed out," Orchard said. "This is a way to see the
thoughts and the process instead of the final piece. I'm
pretty into this kind of show. I'm planning on submit-
ting something."
Kinghorn said the exhibit will be done in a modern
stacked style. Submissions will be laid out on a wall in a
grid, as opposed to viewed one by one in a row.
"They call it salon style. It's sort of a contemporary
approach where you can get a real sense of the artist."
There is a selection process for submission, but
every student who submits will be represented. This
should prevent any one artist from having all of his or
her pieces accepted, while also ensuring that everyone
who submits will have at least one sketch in the show.
Guidelines for submission can be found on the UMMA
Web site, umma.umaine.edu. UMMA is located on 40
Harlow St. in downtown Bangor.
The exhibit will run from Oct. 8 to Oct. 24.
Brewer's Worker Center highlights local bands
By Kegan Zema
For The Maine Campus
Whoever said punk is dead must
have never been to eastern Maine.
On Friday, Sept. 26, it was apparent
the same radical punk rock scene
born in the back alleys and seedy
dives of New York and London is
alive and well in the Bangor area. A
punk rock show, organized by a
group of University of Maine stu-
dents called the 105 Collective,
transformed the Worker Center in
Brewer into a hub of music, culture
and activism.
The night centered on the per-
formances of diverse local acts.
The show, running close to five
hours, featured Taco Apocalypse,
Clinic Bomb, Megatime, Anal
Jesus and a surprise set from
Kicking Dicks. Fans filled the
majority of space in the small
venue, coming and going through-
out the night, but maintaining a
high energy level. Circle pits, awk-
ward versions of the twist and even
plastic sword fights abounded in
the audience for each set.
The Worker Center has experi-
enced growing success by trans-
forming a simple meeting place for
the local labor movement into a
venue for alternative acts. The
Center has become a hub for the
countercultural community.
Martin Chartrand, co-founder of
the Worker Center, said, "The punk
scene definitely existed beforehand
... We just opened [the Worker
Center] up to shows at the right
time for the scene to continue."
The activist side of the Worker
Center remained prominent during
the show. Between sets, Chartrand
spoke to the audience about the
issues the Worker Center is con-
cerned with and offered ways to get
involved. Literature on union laws
and recent legislation was also
available, and volunteers ran tables
containing information on activist
organizations.
The success of the eastern
Maine punk scene relies upon more
than passionate fans and a solid
venue; at the heart of the scene is
the music itself. The performances
on Friday were undeniably punk —
dirty, sometimes unrehearsed or
unfinished, yet oozing emotion and
intensity. Punk traditionally relies
on its simplistic sound and haphaz-
ard style as a way of breaking away
from the norm.
Every band that played had
something to offer, like the brutali-
ty of the bearded front man from
Anal Jesus or the energy from the
mohawked guitarist of Kicking
Dicks. Taco Apocalypse's perform-
ance featured everything from
catchy guitar riffs and lyrics about
circumcision to a guitar breaking
apart and being thrown on the floor.
Clinic Bomb's co-ed dual vocal-
ist style gave them an exciting flair
as they cursed the American gov-
ernment with choruses such as
"Uninsured, underpaid / How
many working class died today?"
echoing the Worker Center's
ideals. Megatime, who commuted
from Portland, blew the crowd
away with old-school punk and
blues vibes, sounding like a mix of
The Clash and AC/DC.
Shane Garland, member of both
Taco Apocalypse and Clinic Bomb,
also commented on the Center, say-
ing, "It's really a central meeting
point that brings people together."
Garland referred to himself not as
an artist but simply a "rock and roll
enthusiast."
Chartrand's message with the
Worker Center is simple: "The
basic premise of the Worker Center
is about people working collective-
ly to accomplish things. Shows like
this are a perfect example of that."
With such innovative musical
acts, diehard fans and a cooperative
venue, the Maine punk scene has
all the right ingredients to thrive.
Perhaps most inspiring about the
show was the fact that ordinary
young people worked hard to cre-
ate a place for themselves.
"People involved with punk
music have this reputation for
breaking stuff," Garland said.
"We're all really nice kids."
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Day of culture, arts and lectures spotlights• environmental issues at Minsky
PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRIS PAPPAS
Movie
from page 12
• Jerry is sparse between the film's
jarring action segments, as they
are too breathless and disoriented
to make an authentic connection.
Their relationship could use more
• attention, which would lead the
audience to have a deeper emo-
tional attachment for the charac-
ters. Instead, the viewer is likely to
feel indifferent toward the protag-
onists' fates.
There is little to no comedic
insight in the film. The film is
more serious and bleak than one
would expect of a Shia LeBeouf
film. His character is a subdued,
'depressed individual who may not
hold favor with LeBeouf fans. He
has few memorable moments, but
they're quickly forgotten when the
credits roll.
Audiences may feel the over-
tones from the film are derivative
from "Enemy of the State," "Live
Free or Die Hard" or even "The
Matrix." Even so, the implications
and message the film tries to con-
vey may convince viewers to think
twice to who is listening, human
or not.
Grade: B.
small step no
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TAKE A SMALL STEP TO GET HEALTHY
www.smallstep.stov
By Sophia Tam
For The Maine Campus
Environmental issues were
addressed with a mixture of arts
and science on Saturday. More
than 70 faculty members and stu-
dents gathered in Minsky Recital
Hall for the University of Maine
Initiatives for Environmental
Challenges, sponsored by the
Maine Fulbright Founding Board.
"Since this is a new chapter in
Maine established last year,
Fulbright's Senator Washington
gave some funds-to the events all
over the state of Maine," said
Dorothy Klimis-Zacas, a nutrition
professor. "I am a founding mem-
ber of the board, so I decided to
set up events here at the
University of Maine for showcas-
ing and facing environmental
challenges."
The ultimate purpose of the
Environmental Challenges event
was to promote understanding
among nations, prevent wars and
*mote peace. In order to arouse
student awareness, Zacas said edu-
cation shouldn't be left only to sci-
ence but should integrate the arts.
University professors and stu-
dents presented four performances
in various art forms. The event
begin with a music piece titled
"All Crows are Equally Black" by
music professor Beth Weimann on
clarinet and music professor
Anatole Wieck on viola.
Other performances included
"A Child Said," sung by Nancy
Ogle, professor of music and
voice. English professor Kathleen
Ellis read a poem titled "Narrow
River to the North Woods." She
was accompanied by Shannon
Buccieri, a music education major,
on flute.
The green message of protect-
ing the environment was also dis-
played through body movements.
A modern dance performance,
"Space Invaders," was performed
by students and dance instructor
Ann Ross.
"Arts are kind of a conscious-
ness. So with dance, we can incor-
porate visual images, and we can
create feelings that may be added
to the music," Ross said.
Lecture theories were also impor-
tant for arousing Environmental
awareness. Mechanical engineering
Professor Mick Peterson said that
people need to focus on saving
energy in several ways.
"If anybody told you there is a
single solution, they are lying,"
Peterson said. For. reducing heat-
ing energy use, he suggested using
a heating pump for warmer days
and a pellet stove for colder days.
Vice President of
Administration and Finance Janet
Waldron summarized the event by
giving a presentation titled
"Present and Future University of
Maine Initiatives for Facing
Environmental Challenges." She
said the qpiversity is facing the
environmental challenge by
expanding the campus.
"By extending the south mall, it
provides the organizational princi-
ple for all of the buildings and the
future development and the south
end of campus," she said.
THE BEST IN
STUDENT LIVING
FITNESS CENTER
LARGE SCREEN TV'S
BASKETBALL COURT
SAND VOLLEYBALL
COURT
TANNING BED
GAME ROOM
PRIVATE BEDROOMS
COMPUTER LAB
Amenities subject to change
ORCHARD
TRAILS
207.866.2200 I 4 EMPIRE DRIVE
MEstudenthousing.com
JUST ACROSS PARK STREET FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
maineca pus.com
Horoscopes
Aries
March 21 to April 20
Professional duties will take all your
time, and you will tend to neglect -
your sentimental life. This is not a
good time for any kind of business
activities. You are running the risk of
losing a major sum of money.
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
You are advised not to get involved
in challenging activities today. If an
opportunity arises, don't hesitate to
spend the afternoon in the company
of your loved one!
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
In the morning, you will be very opti-
mistic and will have the feeling that
nothing can stand in your way. Your
relationship with your loved one will
be excellent.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
No matter how busy you are, don't
worry! You will be in good shape.
The only difficulties that you could
face will be related to communica-
tion.
Leo
July 23 to August 22
You have a good chance to suc-
ceed in domestic and business
activities. The changes that you
intend to make will be appreciated.
You may want to consider other
opinions.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Today is not a good time to meet
with friends or deal with business
activities. People may misunder-
stand your drive for a change. All's
well in your sentimental life.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
In the morning, you might run into
an aquaintance whom you have not
seen for a long time. You could be
invited to a party.
Scorpio
Oct 24 to Nov. 22
You will manage to make a change
in your love life. In the afternoon,
you will have a pleasant meeting
with your friends. Give everybody a
chance to speak!
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
You have big plans, and in the
morning you will tend to take
chances for solving several domes-
tic issues. Your loved one will be
right by your side.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Today is a favourable time for you to
make changes in your home. You
may make repairs, redecorate,
paint, etc. You can rely on your
friends' support. Don't leave for
tomorrow what you can do today.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
In the morning, you will be busy
solving some of your loved one's
problems. It's time to deal with the
family's financial issues. You can
rely on intuition.
Pisces
Feb. 20 to March 19
You have many constructive ideas
which you would like to discuss with
people close to you. An older lady in
the family will surprise you by offer-
ing financial and moral support.
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By Maybe You
Do you think you're POMP•
Do you think you're good with a eencil, pef1 or p i x el?
Prove it and you could have your own original comic published in
the maine campus.
. Contact David Dauphine° on Firstelass for more information or to present a sample of your work.
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ACROSS
1. Unprecedented
6. Freudian stage
10. Hook
14. Reluctant
15. Ripped
16. Somersault
17, Perfume
18. Not deceived by
19. Region
20. Lozenge
22. Annoy
24. Wickedness
25. Examine by feeling
26. Choice bit
29. Piecrust ingredient
30. Detail
31. Booming
37. He had the golden touch
39. Terminate
40. Renegade
41. Thrifty
44. Bog
45. Whip
46. Invented the lightbulb
48. Chemical
DOWN
1. Ado
2. Bit
3. Rodents
4. Political leader
5. Flourish
6. Coral Island
7. Not a single one
8. Paintings
9. Spotted cat
10. Clutch
11. Heart artery
12. Armada
13. Danger signal
21. A jaunty rhythm
23. Deacon
25. A chinese bamboo eater
26. Marcel Marceau was one
27. Auditory
28. Start over
29. Midday meal
32. Holdup
33. Abating at intervals
34. Nile bird
35. Roman emperor
36. Secluded valley
38. Undersides of feet
42. Shackle
43. Not fat
47. Plates
48. Hot coal
49. Feudal lord
50. Electronic messages
51. Timid
52. Rommany
54. A young lady
55. Charge per unit
56. Always
57. Stringed instrument
60. Meadow
52. Bearing
53. Silver wattle
54. Troubadour
58. Boyfriend
59. Trim
61. Leaden
62. Auspices
63. Not more
64. "Come in!"
65. Count upon
66. Not difficult
67. Cubic meter
ANSWER KEY ON PAGE 16
SUDOKU PUZZLE
4 
32
5 3 8 9 6
579. 
isummemer
w elf 
5. 3
Daily SuDoku: Fri 2B-Sep-2008
HOW TO PLAY
easy
• Each row (horizontal line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
• Each column (vertical line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in any order but
each digit can only appear once.
There is only one correct answer!
A1•44-et Girl
I am a resident student with
a meal plan, and I eat at the
commons or get a meal
exchange at the Union when I
eat. There are a lot of differ-
ent choices wherever I eat,
and I feel like I am not eating
well at all. How can I make
healthy choices while I am at
college?
-feeling fat
There are many healthy
choices available in college
dining; you just have to
know where to look. The
salad bar at any of the com-
mons is decent and is a great
way to get your daily serv-
ings of vegetables. You can
eat a big plate of salad with-
out feeling guilty about it.
Just take it easy on the crou-
tons and dressing. There
are also salads available
with a meal exchange at the
Union or the markets. The
commons also mark dishes
that are healthy choices -
just look for the apple sym-
bol on the tag that accompa-
nies the dish. While there
are some good options avail-
able, a lot of it depends on
you - use your judgement
and self-control. Try limit-
ing your desserts to once a
day and watch your por-
tions.
Let Advice Girl help you
out: advice_girl@post.com
10%sit'S NOT 
161.40t/011 AT tht at1a gcnooLs
NO WONDER PEOPLE THINK
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
WAS THE FIRST MAN TO
WALK ON THE MOON.
MUSIC
Java Jive: David Sprague
Tuesday, Sept. 30
8 p.m.
North dining room, Memorial
Union
Free
FILM
Kickin' Flicks: You Don't Mess
With the Zohan
Wednesday, Oct. 1
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
100 DPC
Friday, Oct. 3
10:00 p.m.
Bangor Room, Memorial Union
Free
ARTS
Eastern Maine Community
College photo exhibit
The Nature of Things and the
Things of Nature"
Photography by Grace M.
Bartlett
Through Oct. 31
Mon - Thurs 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday 1 - 5 p.m.
EMCC Library - Second Floor,
Katandin Hall
Free
Fashion Challenge Event and
Runway Show
Friday, Oct. 3
7 p.m.
University of Maine Museum of
Art, Bangor
LECTURES
Dialogues in Diversity with Anne
Ehringhaus
Monday, Sept. 29
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Coe Room, Memorial Union
New Writing Series presents
Davis Schneiderman
Thursday, Oct. 2
4:30 p.m.
Jenness Hall
Free
How To Get Your Writing
Published
Wednesday, Oct. 1
3 - 4:30 p.m.
Foster Student Innovation Center
Students free, public fee
GENERAL
Games Night: Name That Tune
Monday, Sept. 29
8 p.m.
Main dining room, Memorial
Union
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time,
day, date, place and fee infor-
mation to Zach Dionne on
FirstClass.
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Set to win
Peter Buehner • The Maine Campus
Brittany Kiehl attempts to block Husson's ball. Maine volleyball
destroyed Husson in three straight games.
Splitting the posts
Amy Brooks • The Maine Campus
Jordan Antonucci successfully keeps Bryant University from scoring in
the 4-0 win Friday.
Intramural
Update
Greek Flag Football
Championship Game Results
A Division — Pike I 40
SigEp I 22
B Division — Sigma Nu 50
Phi Eta II 28
Greek Ultimate Semi Finals
Monday Sept. 29
PKS v.• PEK
IC v. SigEp
Greek Men's Soccer
Wednesday Oct. 1
Championship B — 7:55 pm
Championship A — 8:45 pm
At Lengyl Field
Soccer Volleyball
Begins Oct. 1 — Call 1-1234
for more information
Crossword
Solution
EICIE100 0000 00tX1
013000 e01130 01u000130 mm ,o
110000000 000000
0000 0011113000
00000E1 0000
BEHRomBSB411:78
0000000000 0000
0000 000000
011100000 00M0
00000M 00000000
0000 0000 00000
01100 0000 00000
0000 00M0 00000
Women's Cross Country defeated UNH 27-32.
Running
from page 20
The
UMaine
men, also
facing a
star-deprived UNH team, man-
aged to place just four runners
in the top 10, and fell to the
Wildcats.
Junior Chris Harmon
returned to form, finishing first
for the team and second overall
in 26:06.37. He was followed by
junior Corey Bean (third,
26:16.33). Senior Captain
Chuck Therriault (sixth,
26:36.41), freshman Noah
Schoneberg (10th, 26:58.05)
Peter Buehner + The Maine Campus
and senior Dave "Nova"
Englehutt (12th, 27:02.65)
rounded out the men's scoring
team.
"It felt really good to be back
on the home track with our fans
out to cheer for us," Harmon
said. "It's especially nice to get
athletes from other teams cheer-
ing us on, like some of the field
hockey team was there."
The Black Bears found them-
selves lacking firepower of their
own, as junior runner Miles
Bartlett and freshman Riley
Masters opted out of the race to
focus on next weekend. Bartlett,
however, credits other runners
who stepped up in his absence.
"The team has a lot more
depth this year than it has the
past couple years." Bartlett said.
"If someone gets sick or hurt we
will have a couple guys who can
pick up the slack."
Next weekend UMaine will
host its premiere cross country
event, the Murray Keatinge
Invitational. Last year, nine
teams from all over New
England and part of Canada
came to compete. UMaine fin-
ished fourth among the women
and sixth among the men.
Soccer
from page 20
a very dan-
gerous play-
e r ,
Atherley
said of his freshman talent.
In his 10th year at the helm
for the Black Bears, Atherley
also understands that inconsis-
tencies are typical of freshman
players, and knows occasional-
ly he has to take the bad with
the good in the first year of
adjustment to college soccer.
"For us it was just a matter of
how consistent she could be and
she's made significant progress
since she's been here," Atherley
said.
The increased importance of
a forward's defensive ability at
the college level was acknowl-
edged by Nellis and her coach
as a difficult transition for high
school goal scorers.
"We have a defense that you
can't really go anywhere you
want like in high school," Nellis
admitted. "As a freshman you
haven't practiced there as the
seniors and you want to be as
good as them so it's hard to get
in the system, but they help us
understand what to do and the
coaches give us chances if we
mess up."
Atherley noticed Nellis' nat-
ural ability during recruiting.
"Potentially Carolyne's
greatest attribute is her presence
and composure in front of the
goal. She has a terrific calmness
about herself and composure
that when she's under pressure
she literally looks to pass the
ball past the goalkeeper as
opposed to just playing with
emotion and ripping the ball."
Atherley praised Nellis' abil-
ity to remain calm in scoring
situations, a characteristic that
is rare among first year players.
"That's a quality that's very
hard to teach, it's just some-
thing that she's developed and I
think it's just innate in her per-
sonality."
Nellis chose UMaine
because of its close proximity
to Quebec and was attracted by
the campus and the success of
Atherley's coaching methods.
The Black Bears have earned a
spot in the America East
Conference Title Game in four
of the last five seasons.
Nellis enrolled at UMaine
for the start of the 2008 spring
semester to become acclimated
to the college environment and
begin learning Atherley's sys-
tem.
"She had the advantage of a
longer transition," Atherley
said. "She had the advantage of
being in the weight room for a
semester. She had the advantage
of learning our system. So we
also had a chance to take a look
at what qualities she had and we
had a better feel for what she
had."
Nellis is part of a talented
line of upperclassmen forwards
including senior Christine
LaBelle and junior Veronique
Fleury. The trio is responsible
for half of the team's goals this
season, with three more coming
from injured junior Laura
Martel. Nellis has just one of
the. team's 11 goals, but her
passing ability has contributed
to three more.
"She's just intuitively good
about making the right choice,"
Atherley said.
Nellis particularly looks up
to LaBelle, the team's offensive
leader in Martel's absence.
"I look a lot upon her on the
field and off the field and she
does a really good job. She's
our captain, and I look at her as
a forward."
The Black Bears have been
competitive in every match this
season, taking six of eight
matches to overtime, including
their lone loss, and winning the
two matches that ended in regu-
lation.
Nellis hopes the success of
her team will continue through
the conference schedule, which
began Sept. 28 against the
University of Maryland
Baltimore-County.
"We're trying to reach the
America East Final. We have
our first conference game this
weekend and that's the most
important part of the season."
Nellis is currently in her sec-
ond semester majoring in athlet-
ic training and hopes to pursue
a career as an athletic trainer.
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Football
from page 20
UMaine
got the ball
back and
started its
drive with good field position at
their own 40. The Black Bears
failed to convert a third-and-one
when backup quarterback
Michael Brusko was stuffed for a
kiss of one.
"We had a third-and-one that
we didn't get," Cosgrove said.
"We did the same thing at
Richmond last week, and that's
upsetting."
After a Kash Kiefer punt
pinned the Dukes inside their 20-
yard line, the No. 1 team in the
nation showed why they are
ranked so high.
Led by Landers, the two-time
reigning CAA Offensive Player
of the Week, the Dukes marched
down the field. They ran the ball
on every play. After 11 plays, 85
yards and 6:47, Yancey rushed
for his second touchdown from
30 yards to put the game away.
The score made it 24-10.
"The drive there at the end
was a championship drive," said
James Madison Coach Mickey
Matthews. "Eighty five yards on
11 plays. We had to run it and
they knew we had to run it but
couldn't stop it."
In the first half, UMaine held
the rushing attack of James
Madison at bay, without giving
up the big play. They held them
to 105 yards on the ground in the
first half before giving up 214 in
the second half.
"They're [UMaine] a very
solid ballclub," Landers said.
"The defensive front, they're
very physical, in your face the
whole game, and they were get-
ting stops."
Despite the UMaine defense
holding the Dukes at bay, both
sides of the ball for the Black
Bears failed to capitalize on mis-
takes.
UMaine dropped two inter-
ceptions and a pass in the end-
zone, failed to convert a fourth
down deep in James Madison
territory and didn't take advan-
tage of a fumble recovery by jun-
ior linebacker Mark Masterson at
the beginning of the second half.
"You can look back at it after
the game and look at that, but
you just tell the guys to get back
out there when it happens," said
senior safety Lamir Whetstone,
who had eight tackles on the
night.
"It just comes down to execu-
tion, and we didn't execute,"
sophomore quarterback Adam
Farkes said.
Landers, who ran for 156
yards on 27 carries and scored
the first touchdown of the game
in the third quarter, led the James
Madison offense. He also added
108 yards through the air on
seven-for-13 passing.
"You have to figure out a way
with him in terms of producing
the damage he can do, and we
did for a while," Cosgrove said.
"I mean, what is he, 235
[pounds]? He's like a tailback, a
big tailback, playing quarter-
back."
The Dukes defense constantly
put pressure on Farkes, forcing
him out of the pocket on many
occasions and into some errant
throws. They forced three inter-
ceptions and sacked Farkes four
times.
UMaine freshman halfback
Jared Turcotte led the offense,
•stepping in for the injured
Jhamal Fluelien to rush for 82
yards on 11 carries — most of
the yards coming after the initial
contact.
"He was able to play real
physical and brought his game to
another notch," Farkes said of
Turcotte. "He stepped up and
made a lot of big plays. We were
able to ride him a lot."
Senior defensive end Jovan
Belcher had a game-high 13
tackles, including 1.5 tackles for
a loss.
The Black Bears were not
only, without leading rusher,
Fluelien, but top wide receiver
Landis Williams and starting
safety Brandon McLaughlin.
"We've had a real rash of
unfortunate injuries, but the
game brings those around,"
Cosgrove said.
UMaine has a bye this coming
week before resuming CAA play
when they head to nationally-
ranked Delaware on Oct. 11.
Kickoff is scheduled for 6 p.m.
Bryant shutout. TheBlack Bears
from page 18 did a good
job control-
ling the pace of the game and
maintaining possession. They
outshot Bryant 19-6 •for the
game, and scored four goals for
the first time since 2005.
The Black Bears were
scheduled to take on Harvard
University on Sunday, but the
game was postponed until Nov.
5 due to predicted rain. Their
next game is Saturday, when
they'll host UMBC in their
first conference battle.
Hardware hits
UMaine campus
By Ben Hamblen
For The Maine Campus
White and green Celtics attire
dominated the normally blue and
white venue of Alfond Arena last
Wednesday.
Students and locals alike attend-
ed a presentation of the 2008 NBA
Championship trophy to the public
in what was a two-stop road trip to
Maine. Earlier in the day, the trophy
was on display in Portland before
being transported to Orono.
Accompanying the Larry 0'
Brien trophy were 
members of the
Celtics Dancers,
the team mascot
"Lucky," and
Celtics legend Jo
Jo White. White, a
two-time NBA
champion as a
player and 1976
NBA Finals MVP,
has had his number
10 retired by the
Celtics. Also a
hours. Extremely personable and
gracious was Celtics team mascot
Lucky. Dressed for the part, Lucky
posed with Jo Jo White while fan
after fan shook hands with the two
team representatives, placed a hand
on the championship trophy and
smiled for the camera.
"It's awesome. It's absolutely
awesome," Lucky said. When
asked about the chance for students
at the University of Maine to expe-
rience this first hand, he went on to
say, "It -gives the fans a chance to
hold up the hardware, just like KG
did."
"It gives the fans a
chance to hold up the
hardware just like KG
did."
Lucky the Leprechaun
Mascot
Boston Celtics
member of the 1968 United .States
gold medal Olympic basketball
team, White posed for pictures with
fans for nearly two hours. His
demeanor, expressing class and sin-
cere warmth, was much appreciat-
ed and provided a memorable expe-
rience for all in attendance.
Celtics dancers were on hand at
the event to sign photos and pose
with fans who had been waiting in
line, some for up to two or three
The Celtics
were coming off
the 2006-2007
NBA season in
which they had
the second worst
record in the
league and only
mustered an
abysmal .293
winning percent-
age. The Celtics
acquired Ray
Allen in a trade with Seattle and
Kevin Garnett from Minnesota,
both during the offseason. Boston
also strengthened its bench with the
offseason additions of James Posey
and Eddie House, both integral
parts to their championship suc-
cess. With these dynamic pieces put
into place around the leadership of
team Captain Paul Pierce, the
Celtics earned their seventeenth
championship in franchise history.
Upcoming
Varsity
Games:
Thursday, Oct. 2
• Women's Soccer vs. Albany
3 p.m.
Alumni Field
Friday, Oct. 3
Women's Ice Hockey vs.
North Dakota
7 p.m.
Alfond Arena
Saturday, Oct. 4
Swimming
Blue/White Scrimmage
9:30 a.m.
Wallace Pool
Cross Country
Murray Keatinge Invitational
10 a.m. (Men's)
11 a.m. (Women's)
Orono, ME
Men's Soccer vs. UMBC
Noon
Alumni Field
Field Hockey at Albany
1 p.m.
Albany, N.Y.
Women's Ice Hockey vs.
North Dakota
2 p.m.
Alfond Arena
Men's Ice Hockey
Blue/White Scrimmage
7 p.m.
Alfond Arena
Sunday, Oct 5
Women's Soccer at
Binghamton
Noon
Vestal, N.Y.
Field Hockey at Colgate
Noon
Hamilton, N.Y.
HI the Gap with UCU's toc,alioti Looancl
If r Stafford and PLUS loans
have Ielt you with unpaid col
expenses, let UCU's Alternative
Education Low fill the gap.
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Black Bears blank Bryant
By Kevin Bailey
For The Maine Campus
On Friday, the University of
Maine men's soccer team hosted
Bryant University. It was a dreary
setting, but UMaine's play bright-
ened up the day as it found the
back of the net four times en route
to a 4-0 victory.
With the win, the Black Bears
improved to 3-4-1 on the season,
while Bryant dropped to 1-7-1.
The first half got underway
without many shots on goal but
UMaine struck in impressive fash-
ion at the 23:24 mark. The Black
Bears were awarded a direct kick
from about 30 yards out. Junior
Nikola Bogdanovic struck the ball
well and rattled it off the far post
and into the net, giving UMaine a
1-0 lead.
With 10 minutes left in the
half, the Black Bears had several
good chances.
Sophomore Jake Ostrov fired a
shot that curled just over the
crossbar, and on the ensuing cor-
ner kick, it took a goal-line save
by a Bryant defender to keep the
ball out of the net. UMaine
entered halftime with the 1-0
Men's Soccer
UM
Bryant
4
0
advantage.
Early in the second half, the
Black Bears added to their lead.
Junior Phil Reed had a breakaway
opportunity that brought the
Bryant goalkeeper out charging.
The two collided, and the ball
squirted back to freshman Ross
Seagram, who lobbed the ball into
the open net.
Two minutes later there was a
scary moment for UMaine.
Freshman Justin Facer went up for
a header and collided heads with a
Bryant midfielder, opening a cut
near his ear. He was tended to by
UMaine medical officials and
appeared to be all right.
UMaine kept its momentum
rolling with 18 minutes left.
Bogdanovic fed senior Captain
Dimitri Anastasiou a nice over-
head pass, and Anastasiou was
able to put the ball beneath the
keeper's outstretched arms. It
crossed the goal line before a
defender could save it, and the
lead was 3-0.
The Black Bears were able to
put one more away in the final
seconds. Seagram took a pass
from fellow freshman Ethan
Lincoln and buried it into the cor-
ner of the net to complete the scor-
ing, his second goal on the day.
UMaine junior keeper Nemanja
Kostic had a great day in net, reg-
istering his second consecutive
See BRYANT on page 17
Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Daniel Tannous and others congratulate Nikola Bogdanovic for the first goal of the game.
NEED A JOB? WANT SOME
EXTRA SPENDING CASH?
The Marketplace has openings!
• Work-study and non-work-study
positions available
• A variety of shifts to match your busy
scheduling needs
• Fast-paced work environment
• Meals provided during the work shift
• Learn valuable work and life skills including
customer service and food preparation
• Add to your resume!
Apply to a manager at the Marketplace.
Applications available onsite or VeMac
download the application from
ofNis°
www.umaine,edu/dining/employment.htm 
Thrqq-Point
Play
By Michael Pare
How the mighty fall
Every week on his ESPN radio show, Scott Van Pelt runs
a segment called "Winners." In the piece he eschews con-
ventional wisdom, picking against the most popular college
football lines in Vegas. This week, the laughable lines his sys-
tem coerced him into taking included: unranked Oregon State
over No. 1 USC, unranked Ole Miss over No. 4 Florida and
unranked Navy over No. 16 Wake Forest.
Now, with the college football weekend in the rear view
mirror, Van Pelt is 3-0 and likely wishing he had put his
money where his mouth was and whipped his "just for kicks"
picks into a parlay. Had he done so, he likely would have
been sitting on a year's salary, as everyone without a time-
traveling delorian and a sports almanac from 2015 was com-
pletely blindsided by one of the wackiest sports weekends.
Sadly, the unlucky teams that fell — including a less dis-
astrous loss by No. 3 Georgia to No. 8 Alabama — now have
but a fleeting chance at competing in the only game in college
football that really matters — the BCS national championship
game. The aftermath of this weekend will linger for the
remainder of the season. With many preseason favorites hav-
ing already sealed their tickets to the irrelevant bowl, com-
plaints about the BCS system, with renewed validity, may be
the only noise that will drown out the grumblings of sports
fans who lost their fortune — or their $5 — on the "stone cold
lock" picks of the week.
The BCS is not going anywhere soon, but as the mighty
Big Brown, the mighty Patriots and now the mighty Trojans,
Gators, and Bulldogs fall, it is clear more than ever that there
is no such thing as a sure thing.
Hope springs for hopeless Lions
On Sept. 22, 2008, thousands of Lions fans were finally
given a reason to celebrate. Matt Millen, the object of their
contempt, was finally gone. His tenure in Detroit was marred
at first by fan discontent, and increasingly, outright backlash
as the reality of his enduring incompetence became clear. in
his eight years with the organization, he did as good a job as
possible in a league designed to create a parody to run the
franchise into the ground. He led the team to an atrocious 30-
84 record, drafted 62 largely useless players — 30 are already
out of the league and only two are Pro Bowlers — and turned
over coaching staffs only slightly slower than the Atlanta fal-
cons who do so like its going out of style. What Millen leaves
to his successor beyond Pro Bowl-caliber wide receivers Roy
Williams and Calvin Johnson is hard to qualify. The team has
been dejected for so long now, that an overhaul not only of
personnel, but also of attitude must be a part of the rebuilding
process. Certainly the replacement of Millen with a savvy
GM has the capacity to one day change their fortunes — con-
sider the impact Theo Epstein has had on the Red Sox — but
for now, its only a step. Lions fans will just have to be patient
and hope that what is a small step out the door for Millen will
be a giant leap forward for the organization.
These are not the 2007 Mets
Draw all the parallels you want: Weak bullpen, lack of
clutch hitting, struggles in September and similar if not exact-
ly the same uniforms ... but these Mets are not your 2007
Mets, and there is one reason why — Johan Santana. The
man has cajones. He has not given up more than three runs in
a game since July 17, with the team going 12-3 in his starts
over that span including a gutsy complete game shutout of the
Florida Marlins on three days rest on Saturday.
The win forced a deadlock atop the NL wild card race with
one game left in the regular season, prompting Mets Manager
Jerry Manuel to issue this gem: "Wow, wow, wow, wow. I
think if I had to describe that one, I would say that was gangs-
ta. That was real gangsta." Yes, it was Jerry.
One can only assume that "gangsta" in this context is refer-
ring to definition four: "of or pertaining to being the best
pitcher in the National League, and/or pitching the best game
of your life in the biggest game of your season." I'm para-
phrasing of course, but I digress. Johan Santana's role as
stopper gives these Mets exactly what those Mets — the 2007
Mets — needed. Unfortunately, all Santana can be is the stop-
per, somebody else needs to be the starter for the Mets' final
and decisive game of the season.
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Tortorello, UM
trounce Husson
By Seth Popleek'
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women's volleyball team cruised to
yet another victory in their early
season and improved their record to
7-7. The Black Bears came out
swinging, pummeling the Eagles of
Husson College in three straight
sets Friday night (25-10, 25-10, 25-
6).
The Black Bears were in control
throughout the whole match and
what few errors they made did not
matter when all was said and done.
Paige Tortorello, a sophomore
setter from
Mundelein,
shined in the win
with 32 assists, five .
digs and four kills.
Tortorello also served up seven aces
as the Eagles struggled with com-
munication and passing the ball
cleanly. Lindsay Allman, senior
outside hitter from St. Louis, Mo.,
pitched in scoring eight kills in the
match.
' Friday night was the last non-
conference game this season for the
Black Bears. Now, every game
counts in the overall record of the
America East Conference.
The win for the Black Bears
came the'week after they traveled to
Connecticut and went 1-1 in a tour-
nament. The team lost to Cornell in
five sets, but beat UConn in five
sets, which was a big win for them.
Allman led the way for the Black
Bears in the match against UConn,
contributing 15 kills and 18 digs.
Amanda Armstrong, junior middle
hitter from Waukesha, Wis., had a
strong defensive effort in the win
with five blocks and eight kills.
Allman said the win at UConn
has helped prepare her team for the
upcoming match this weekend
against Albany.
"UConn was a good win for us
and we needed it," she said.
"Albany beat UConn so we know
that in order to beat Albany we
needed to beat UConn as well. It
helped because we know we are just
 
 as good as Albany."
Volleyball
Allman also said
that receiving serves
would be a key factor
in winning the match
this weekend.
"Albany is a good serving team
so passing will always be some-
thing we work on. Mostly getting a
side out right away against Albany
will be key."
The Black Bears will hit the road
for the next few weeks- of confer-
ence play, as they will travel to
Albany, N.Y., and then head to
Maryland. The team will play its
next home game on Oct. 17 as they
open up conference play against
Stony Brook. The Black Bears cur-
rently hold the second best record
in the America East Conference, a
great improvement on their record
of last year.
START OUT ON TOP.
STAF10
yards. He could make play after
play after play. But what about
when your defense is being rav-
aged by injuries? While many
coaches would sign someone
new or play a less experienced
player, Bill Belichick had a dif-
ferent idea: have Brown, one of
their star receivers, play as a
defensive back. It seemed
insane, simply changing some-
one's position at the drop of a
hat, but it worked. The rest is
history.
He spent 15 years as a
member of the
Patriots, longer than
Robert Kraft has
owned them, and
lived all of the ups
and downs that came
with disappointment-
ment and rebuilding.
The dynasty of the Patriots
has involved numerous seem-
ingly miraculous plays such as
Vinatieri's field goal in the final
moments of the "Snow Bowl"
against Oakland in 2001. What
might not be as well known was
what led up to that iconic
moment, a spectacular punt
return by none other than
Brown. He then went on to
complete a 23-yard reception to
New England says
goodbye to Mr. Patriot
By Maeghan Connor
For The Maine Campus
Troy Brown didn't belong
playing professional football. At
least, that's what many believed
on Draft Day in 1993. An
eighth-round pick out of
Marshall, Brown surprised
everyone when he earned him-
self a spot on the roster of the
New England Patriots. But
always the overachiever, he sur-
prised everyone even more by
what he came to be before his
recent retirement, Mr. Patriot.
During a time in which the
integrity of the game has come
in to question, Brown was
always a source of pride for
both the Patriots organization
and their fans. He would do
anything he was asked, take, on
any role if it was for the good of
the team and, in turn, helped to
make the team the powerhouse
of talent that it is today.
Professional football players
work their entire lives to perfect
their game at a specific position,
refining it to an art; Brown
eventually did this as well, in
three different positions.
When it came down to the
clutch with the game on the line,
you would want Brown on the
receiving end of the ball. During
his career with the Patriots he
had a team record 557 recep-
tions and 6,366 career receiving
START RAISINC THE EAR
START ONE STEP AHEAD.
START LEADING FROM DAY ONE.
START STRONG.
.00410K
There's s.treng. Then there's Army Strong.y you want to bc a leader I - IiI. ,Q ,ring
Army ROTCVn college is the strongestiway to start. A rrro,k RC'C proeides hands•on.
leadership diVelopment tt round out youVeoltege studies. Pus yo... ean earn a fury
tuition merit:based scholarship_ Atter graduation, yOLV.1 begirt yo!..,r,tareer as an
Army Officer' W:th a start like that, there's no iim't to what you can ach'eve
e
Contact MAJ Darryl W. Lyon at 207-624-2307 or darry1.1yonitus.armyJni1
• ••
set up the game-winning field
goal for their Super Bowl XXVI
win over the St. Louis Rams, as
well as a catch in Super Bowl
XXXVIII leading to the Pats
second championship over the
Carolina Panthers.
Of course, I could go on for
days talking about all the things
Brown has done for this once
fledgling franchise. He spent 15
years as a member of the
Patriots, longer than Robert
Kraft has owned them, and lived
all of the ups and downs that
came with disappointment and
rebuilding. No one deserves the
championship rings that signify
the greatness of the team more
than the man who gave every-
thing he had to his teammates
and coaches. No one can ever
say that Brown left anything on
the field, and despite the recent
controversy of Spygate, no one
can ever say he didn't deserve
every Lombardi Trophy to
which he led his team.
It's sad for Patriot's fans to
see such an amazing and devot-
ed player bow out, but I think, in
this case, we can all respect his
decision, admire his career and
thank him for making being a
Patriots fan so rewarding over
the past few years. Brown has
officially retired as a profession-
al football player, but I think
everyone can agree that he will
always he a Patriot.
1U.S.ARMY 
ARMY S
NBA Championship Trophy travels to Orono.
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UMaine upset bid falls short vs. JMU
Late onside kick attempt fails, Landers, Yancey
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor
Facing the No. 1 team in the
nation, the opposing team must
open up the playbook and pull
out all the stops to get a victory.
For the first 46 minutes on
Saturday night, the University of
Maine football 
team had done just
that against the
top-ranked Dukes
of James Madison
University.
With 13:23 to UM 10
go in the fourth James Madison 24
quarter, the Black
With the loss, the Black Bears
drop to 2-3 overall and 0-2 in the
Colonial Athletic Association.
James Madison improves to 4-1
on the season and 2-0 in the con-
ference.
"It was a tough loss [for] the
second week in a row," UMaine
Coach Jack Cosgrove said.
"They don't get
Football
Bears had just scored on a long
touchdown run to tie the game
and recover the ensuing onside
kick—the second of the game.
A late flag for kicking catch
interference on the onside kick
gave James Madison the ball at
the UMaine 30-yard line. More
importantly, the momentum was
seized from the underdog Black
Bears.
The Dukes rode the legs of
senior quarterback Rodney
Landers, and sophomore tailback
Griff Yancey scored two fourth-
quarter touchdowns after the
onside kick attempt to prevail
over UMaine 24-10 amidst pour-
ing rain at Alfond Stadium.
much tougher. We
put a lot into itand
those guys put a
lot into it We're
not here for nice
tries. I've been
here 16 years and
it's hard looking at
them in the locker room to keep a
level of hope in their eyes."
Following a 35-yard touch-
down run by redshirt freshman
half back Derek Session with
13:23 to go in the game, the
Black Bears attempted to catch
James Madison off guard for the
second time with the onside
attempt. In the first quarter,
freshman kicker Jordan Waxman
kicked a 10-yard bunt, and the
Black Bears recovered it.
Waxman attempted another
onside kick toward the UMaine
sideline and freshman corner-
back Norman Smith tipped it
before a Black Bear player
recovered it. With the ball and all
wear down Black Bear defense
7-7
Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
The Black Bear defensive line holds JMU at the two yard line to keep them from scoring.
the momentum, UMaine was
poised to pull off the upset.
The late flag for kicking catch
interference was thrown and
James Madison was given the
ball deep in UMaine territory.
"You can't afford to be con-
servative in football games,"
Cosgrove said. "You have to take
shots, take chances."
"I'm hurt that I took a chance
in a 10-10 game and it didn't
work out for us," he added.
"They got the call right. I was
hoping they missed it, but they
made the right call."
James Madison proceeded to
drive 35 yards on three plays,
capped off by a 12-yard touchdown
run by Yancey to make it 17-10.
See FOOTBALL on page 17
Bears blow by Wildcats
Conner, Maxim lead team with second and fourth finishes
By Derek McKinley
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine women's cross coun-
try team notched its first win of the season on
Friday afternoon, grinding out a victory over rival
New Hampshire.
Perpetual front-runner Corey Conner finished
first for the team and second overall in 18:13:58.
Her freshman compatriot Hilary Maxim finished
fourth overall in 18:39.26.
Prior to this weekend, Conner and Maxim had
never finished more than three seconds or one
place apart.
"[Wel pretty much ran together the whole race.
We didn't really separate until a little over a half
mile left," Conner recalled. "I knew her knee was
bothering her a bit before the race, so that could be
why she dropped off."
New Hampshire's Allison Letourneau took the
top spot in 18:10.41, but the Black Bears finished
seven runners in the top 10 to get past a New
Hampshire team that sat several of its top runners
in preparation for next weekend's Murray
Keatinge Invitational meet.
"I haven't thought too much about [Murray
Keatingej. All I know is that there will be a lot
more teams ... a lot more runners," Conner said.
"One thing I'm going to have to be ready for is
going out a lot faster then normal."
Juniors Vanessa Letourneau (sixth, 19:03.40)
and Chelsea Leeman (seventh, 19:06.05) and senior
Peter Buehner + The Maine Campus
Men's Cross Country fell to UNH, placing just four
runners in the top 10.
captain Stephanie Jette (eighth, 19:13.43) finished con-
secutively to round out the scoring team for UMaine.
See RUNNING on page 16
Freshman spark
Nellis leads women's soccer in assists
By Steven McCarthy
For The Maine Campus
University of Maine
women's soccer coach Scott
Atherley has had good luck in
his tenure recruiting some of
the best young soccer talent
from north of the bor-
der to Orono for suc-
cessful college
careers.
The F.X. Garneau
soccer club of Quebec
has been particularly
generous to the pro-
gram, serving as the
development program
of UMaine alumni
Marie-Andree
Cannel, Marie-Michele
Bouchard and Eve Briere, three
players Atherley considers
some of the elite in the school's
history.
The Black Bears are 3-1-4 at
the midway point of the 2008
season, thanks to the contribu-
tions of the latest phenom pro-
duced by the Quebec club,
freshman forward Carolyne
Nellis.
Carolyne Nellis
In eight games, Nellis leads
the team with three assists, and
her first collegiate goal was the
equalizer in a 1-1 tie with
Rhode Island.
In her last year of high
school, Nellis led Garneau to
the 2007 Canadian National
College Soccer
Championship. She
also earned a bronze
medal at the 2007
Canadian National
Championships as a
member of the F.0
Dynamo club. She
was the leading scor-
er of the tournament,
according to the
team's media guide
and was selected to the
Canadian College Athletic
Association All
-Canadian
Team.
The immediate impact Nellis
has had on the success of the
Black Bears' season is just a
hint at her potential, according
to her coach.
"When she's played to her
capabilities, she's proven to be
See SOCCER on page 16
